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Fig. 1. Example of tasks in the experiment. Character approaching the participant in the Proximity task (left) and the rating scale in the Attractiveness task (right).

In human interaction, people will keep different distances from each other depending on their gender. For example, males will stand further away from males and closer to females. Previous studies in virtual reality (VR), where people were interacting with virtual humans, showed a similar result. However, many other variables influence proximity, such as appearance characteristics of the virtual character (e.g., attractiveness, etc.). Our study focuses on proximity to virtual walkers, where gender could be recognised from motion only, since previous studies using point-light displays found walking motion is rich in gender cues. In our experiment, a walking wooden mannequin approached the participant embodied in a virtual avatar using the HTC Vive Pro HMD and controllers. The mannequin animation was motion captured from several male and female actors and each motion was displayed individually on the character. Participants used the controller to stop the approaching mannequin when they felt it was uncomfortably close to them. Based on previous work, we hypothesized that proximity will be affected by the gender of the character, but unlike previous research, the gender in our experiment could only be determined from character’s motion. We also expected differences in proximity according to the gender of the participant. We additionally expected some motions to be rated more attractive than others and that attractive motions would reduce the proximity measure. Our results show support for the last two assumptions, but no difference in proximity was found
according to the gender of the character’s motion. Our findings have implications for the design of virtual characters in interactive virtual environments.
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1 INTRODUCTION

People maintain physical distance between each other when interacting. The size of the distance signifies our comfort with the other — friends and partners will be allowed closer in our personal space, while unfamiliar people will be kept further away. Proxemics, the research area focusing on proximity, has been the subject of many social studies (most notably [18]) in the physical world where multiple characteristics of humans (familiarity, status, age, gender, etc.) were identified as the reasons why people keep varying distances between each other.

In virtual reality (VR), proxemics has established itself as a valuable resource for creating social behaviours. For example, when designing crowds of characters, knowledge on proximity can help in creating social distances between them [14]. When interacting with a simulated virtual agent in VR, proximity was identified as an indicator of social presence [4]. With the evolving use of VR for interactive collaboration, such as workspaces and conferences, the knowledge of personal distance could help design appropriate virtual spaces. While the possible applications of proximity behaviour are to be explored, the pursuit to evaluate factors affecting proximity is also ongoing. One such factor is gender1. Several studies observed that the gender of the approaching person as well as of the observer are both important in their interactive personal distance (see review in [21]). For example females would start feeling uncomfortable with an approaching female much sooner than males, when approached by a female. However, no consistent pattern of these interactive dyads has been found [21]. This could be because it is difficult to dissociate gender effects from other gender confounding factors of proximity, such as body size or even facial expression.

In order to control for these confounding factors, we can investigate the effect of gender by using only motion information. It has been shown that gender can be recognised from biological motion displayed with extremely sparse cues, such as moving dots, also known as point-light displays [33]. Furthermore, studies of biological human motion retargeted on virtual characters of different appearance [36, 58], showed that the underlying gender of the motion can be recognised regardless of the character’s appearance. Motion is a very strong visual cue and a character’s motion should match its appearance in order to avoid undesired effects, because people expect virtual characters to behave in a manner befitting their appearance [57]. When creating highly realistic characters, the sensitivity to artefacts in motion and/or appearance becomes even more noticeable [11].

Our study investigates the effect of gender on proximity, where gender could be inferred only by observing the motion of the virtual model. We are not aware of any previous study which would only use motion cues from gender to estimate effects on proximity. We compare our results to the ones reported in Iachini et al. [25, 26], where they found that both the gender of the participant and the virtual character affected proximity in VR.

1We chose to use the term ‘gender’ instead of the term ‘sex’ throughout the paper for clarity purposes even though both terms are valid according to [56], who interprets gender as a sociocultural construct associated with maleness and femaleness and sex as a demographic category. The most recent available guideline from the European Commission [12] makes a similar distinction between gender (social construct) and sex (biologically determined characteristic). Our research does not presuppose that the distinction of motion between males and females is of sociocultural or biological nature. We only make exceptions to the terminology when citing works of other authors (i.e., if the authors use the term ‘sex’ we use their terminology).
However, their study focused only on the gender based on the character’s appearance. Our present study uses an androgynous model with male and female motions applied to it. Thus, we investigate if information coming from motion alone is strong enough to influence people’s behaviour when interacting with virtual characters.

Other motion information was shown to influence proximity. Motion can be perceived as more or less attractive [24] and it was previously found that attractiveness plays a role in how we interpret the intent of the approaching person. The proximity distance to attractive people (regardless of gender) tends to be shorter [6, 32]. This effect has not been tested for motion alone, therefore our study makes a novel attempt at exploring the potential interaction between attractive motion and proximity in addition to gender effects.

Our main results were:

- Participants in VR do not change their comfortable distances to characters based on the gender of the character’s motion.
- Female participants require larger space to feel comfortable than males when approached by a virtual character.
- Participants keep further away from characters with unattractive walking motions than those with attractive motions.

These results allow us to discuss the implications on interactions between users and virtual characters in HMD-based VR, and in particular how proximity is affected by motion and attractiveness.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Gender from Motion

Gender is a fundamental characteristic that is used during everyday human social interactions. Authors considered various aspects related to gender, such as gender differences in their preferences [19], gender bias in education [2], medicine [52] or sports [13], as well as the effect of gender body swap illusion using VR [44]. Beside the question of appearance, a lot of studies investigated the recognition of gender from motion without any other cues.

People can recognise gender from walking motion even with sparse information available. Kozlowski and Cutting [33] confirmed gender could be recognised from the so-called point-light displays (PLD), a technique where patches of reflective tape are put on the joints of human walkers, and lights and camera are manipulated in such a way that only moving dots are visible. It was found that walking motion displays gender cues, where hip-sways indicate a female mover, while shoulder motion indicates a male mover [33]. Gender recognition will therefore be easier if more gender cues are present in the motion. Apart from distinct hip and shoulder movement, other factors influence gender recognition [7], including the speed of displayed walking motion (slowed down video of a PLD walking motion was more difficult for gender recognition) and the time it takes to recognise the gender (average recognition time in the study was 4.4 seconds).

With regard to studies that have investigated the importance of appearance and motion, Mather and Murdoch [35] found that synthetically generated motion was a more salient source of sex information than the body structure. Johnson and Tassinary [29] studied the effects of both shape and motion on the perception of sex and attractiveness, and found that the shape of the character was more informative of the sex of the individual than its motion, but that both form and motion contributed to participants’ judgments of attractiveness [30]. Studies in computer graphics, which retargeted motion captured walks of actors of both genders to androgynous or gendered virtual characters, found that both shape and motion contribute to the recognition: when shape is obscured, motion becomes dominant and vice versa [36, 37]. An obvious mismatch in appearance and motion, such as an obviously female motion on a male character, will however intensify the information coming from motion [58].
2.2 Proxemics

Proxemics is a study of personal space, and may be described as the area individuals maintain around themselves into which others cannot intrude without arousing discomfort [21]. In the context of evaluating proximity in standardized and controlled conditions, it can be measured as active (the participant approaches the character) or passive (character approaches the participant — permeability of personal space). The minimum distance (at which the participant feels comfortable in approaching the character) or stop distance (the point at which the participant does not feel comfortable with being approached by a character anymore) are the typical ways to measure proximity.

Ecologically varied studies on proximity have been conducted in virtual environments as well. Proximity measure has been used in VR or interactive virtual environments [4, 5] as an indicator of social presence — people stood further away from virtual agents if they had a higher sense of them being actually there in the space with them. Proximity can therefore be used in VR as a behavioural measure of comfort with the virtual character, provided that a sufficient social presence is established. Another important condition for the reliability of this measure is that the participant has a visual representation of their body in VR [5].

An important factor of proximity is the appearance [22]. Social aspects of personal space conveyed through the appearance of an obstacle to avoid were investigated both in VR and physical reality by comparing locomotor behaviour when interacting with an anthropomorphic obstacle (i.e., a human) as opposed to inanimate objects [16, 48]. Clearance distance was shown to be larger when interacting with an anthropomorphic obstacle. Moreover, authors reported an effect of the orientation of the human obstacle, with a larger distance for humans standing perpendicular to the participant’s path [48], larger when a virtual character is facing away and closer when facing towards participants [31].

Previous findings conducted on the permeability of space in the physical world, as well as VR, report slight variations in minimum proximity distances. Hayduk [20] reports that an approaching person became slightly, moderately, and very uncomfortably close at around 70, 50, and 30 cm, respectively. The reason for this variability is in the variety of factors influencing the minimum distance, such as culture [18], age [26], status indicated by the height of the character [4], familiarity [20], and even facial expression [8]. There is also evidence that an attractive appearance of the approaching person is allowed closer into the other person’s personal space (see for example [32]). Gender of the people has frequently been identified as a source of interpersonal distance variation.

2.3 Gender Dyads and Proximity

Studies in the physical world which were investigating interpersonal distance behaviour of people involved in interactive dyads, proposed that differences exist in how males approach other males and females, while further differences exist when the approaching person is female. Brady and Walker [9] found male to male distance to be the largest, followed by male to female, and lastly, female to female the smallest. A similar pattern was found by Hewitt and Henley [23], with the exception that the distance between females and males invading their space was the largest, while males allowing females into their personal space resulted in the smallest distances. However, it seems difficult to establish a general rule on the nature of proximity depending on gender, especially because other studies found even more variation in the distances between the gender dyads [1, 54].

Studies in virtual environments were also exploring proximity behaviour according to gender but further variation in the distance of different dyads was reported. Study in a non-immersive collaborative environment reported that an invading male in female personal space did not result in the largest distance as previously found [42]. In immersive VR experiments using the CAVE system, users were directly approached by a virtual character [25, 26]. Distance was particularly large with participants approached by virtual males and smaller with virtual females. Also, female participants preferred further proximity from the characters than male participants. All the mentioned studies used virtual characters which appeared morphologically as females and males.
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Why exactly such variations in proximity behaviour exist, whether in physical or VR, is unknown. Hayduk [21] suggests that viewing gender as a simple dichotomy is a misconception. For example, body size affects proximity and is usually confounded by gender, where males have larger body sizes than females [27]. Also, there are gender differences in the readiness to express certain emotions — males tend to more readily express anger [45], while females more frequently express fear and sadness [15]. Emotions have shown to affect personal distance, especially aggressively behaviour as reported by Hayduk [21] and angry facial expression [8]. Visual attributes which are associated with but not exclusive to the gender could therefore be the reason behind the variability of results.

A lot of appearance attributes could be controlled by analysing the motion only. To our knowledge, there are no studies which investigated how proximity is affected specifically by human motion. As already mentioned, human motion can provide gender cues, and it can also be perceived as more or less attractive, depending on the gender [55]. One study found attractiveness of motion is independent from gender as well [24]. In this study, the elimination of distinctiveness of motion by merging different motion captured walks, resulted in greater symmetry of the motion, which improved the attractiveness of the character with such motion applied. Since both gender and attractiveness affect proximity, it is likely that information coming from motion could affect proximity.

3 OBJECTIVES AND HYPOTHESES
We designed an experiment in HMD-based VR to further explore how proximity is affected by the motion of the virtual character. We refer to the study of Iachini et al. [26], where it was found that the gender of the character affects viewer’s proximity in VR. This was achieved by exposing participants to approaching characters of different gender, and the participants needed to stop them as soon as the distance between them and the character made them feel uncomfortable. The gender of the characters in that study was manipulated by changing the appearance of the model. Our novel approach was to design a similar study, where the gender of the characters could only be inferred from their walking motion. We therefore used one androgynous virtual model to display the different walking motions of male and female actors. We also included the exploration of attractiveness of the walking motions in order to study its effect on proximity, an association which has not been studied before. The results of our study would show us how important motion is in the overall perception of virtual humans.

The use of an androgynous model also helped us to control for unwanted effects of other appearance attributes which could affect proximity in addition to gender (body size, facial expression). We argue that previous studies could have reached inconclusive conclusions on gender effects on proximity because they were using either actual people or male and female virtual models. This introduced additional variation in their data which we avoided by keeping the model constant across both male and female animations.

We formed a number of hypotheses:

H1: female walking motion applied to a virtual character will reduce the viewer’s proximity to that character. With H1, we predict that the viewer’s proximity will be affected by the gender of the character’s motion. The results of Iachini et al. [26], showed that female characters were allowed further into the personal space than male characters. We expect that gender in our study, evident only from the character’s walking motion, will have a similar effect.

H2: female participants will choose further proximity distances to virtual characters than male participants. As H2 describes, we expect proximity behaviour to be different according to the participant’s gender in our experiment. Female participants will in general prefer further distances from the character than male participants, as reported by Iachini et al. [26].

H3: attractive motions will reduce the viewer’s proximity to that character in comparison to less attractive motions. It has been shown that walking motions vary in attractiveness [24], and previous
work has shown that an attractive appearance affects the proximity measure (see for example [32]). For this reason, we expect attractiveness of the individual motion will have an effect on proximity as well.

4 STIMULI CREATION AND APPARATUS

The walking animations used for this experiment were provided by the authors of [24] on request, including walking motions from 20 female and 19 male actors, some of which were previously used for their experiments. Their motion capture process was performed using a 19-camera Vicon optical tracking system, with 67 markers positioned on each actor’s body. Actors practiced walking with a metronome at the speed of 112 beats per minute (derived from the average of prerecorded comfortable walking speeds) until they could walk comfortably. To avoid any unnatural motions due to the distraction of the metronome, the actors trained with the metronome until they were at ease with the step frequency. Their walk was motion captured without the metronome while the actors were maintaining the memorised frequency as much as possible. As the resulting captured speeds slightly varied, we further selected actors with the most similar speeds (average speed: \(1.56 \text{m/s}, \text{SD}: 0.05 \text{m/s}\)). Thus, 10 male and 10 female actors were selected for the final animations.

As our aim was to study the effect of gender and attractiveness from motion only, irrespective of visual appearance or shape, the animations were applied in Autodesk 3ds Max 2015 to a wooden mannequin that was judged as androgynous while static, but became either male or female with respective motions applied in previous work by McDonnell et al. [37, 38], see Fig. 1, left image. We chose the mannequin over a point light display as virtual characters convey more visual information [11] which we felt was particularly important in VR. The motions were retargeted onto the mannequin’s skeleton (note: actors were reasonably similar in age and body shape, to minimize retargeting errors). The individual motions and the character mesh were then exported separately to Unreal Engine 4.23. We built a simple virtual environment suitable for the VR experience to ensure a framerate of at least 90fps. The environment consisted of a simple room with some furniture (see Fig. 1). The objects in the virtual room were added to increase the illusion of being in a place which could exist in real life (place illusion [50]).

As an important distance estimation criteria is also seeing one’s own body in the environment [40, 47], we therefore embodied participants in the environment. In particular, we chose to use the same wooden mannequin as for the walking animations to avoid any influence of virtual representation differences (e.g., realistic avatar vs. androgynous wooden character) on the proximity measure. The avatar animation was driven using inverse kinematics in UE4, using the HTC Vive Pro controller positions and orientations to drive the hands of the virtual model. As we wanted to ensure that participants remained at the same position to avoid any effects on the evaluation of proximity, the legs of the character also remained planted in the same location over the course of the experiment. Their eye-level was set at the same height as the one of the approaching character, since the height of the character has an important effect on proximity [5].

For the proximity measure, we followed the design previously used in Iachini et al. [26] and Bönsch et al. [8], where the participant is approached by the character and needs to indicate the moment (by pressing a button on the controller which stops the character) when the distance between them and the character becomes uncomfortable. While other examples of proximity measure exist as well (e.g., active approach, where the participants approaches the character [5]), we chose the design which made it possible to compare results with previous studies on gender and proximity interaction [26].

The participants virtual body was positioned to view the virtual walkers, as they started to walk through the door opening, situated at approximately 9m in front of them. This starting distance was larger than the 3m distance chosen in the study of Iachini et al. [26], since it was found that 4.4 seconds is the average time to accurately assess the gender from motion [7]. We would therefore need at least 7.5m for an accurate estimation
of gender according to the speed of our walking characters, however, we added an extra 1.5\( m \) to ensure that gender was sufficiently recognised.

5 EXPERIMENT DESIGN

5.1 Participants

Twenty participants (10 males) took part in this experiment. The participants were mostly European (17), with one participant from each of Asia, USA, and North Africa. Most participants (13) were in the 18-27 age-group, while the rest were aged between 28-37. Nine participants were very familiar with computer generated characters (had experience working with them), while others had seen movies and games which featured these characters. In terms of VR experience, most participants (11) had a medium level of experience (1-5 exposures) and one participant had never been exposed previously.

5.2 Procedure

The participants were first asked to read and sign a consent form, then to answer some questions about their demographics (age-group, gender, nationality) and previous experience with VR and computer generated characters. Then, they were told to wear a head mounted display (HTC Vive Pro) and use the controllers to interact with a virtual character. They were shown where the necessary triggers on the controllers were that they would later use during the tasks.

The participants were presented with three separate tasks in a virtual room. The virtual room was similar across tasks, but with some slight adjustments for different user input (Fig. 1). The participants were embodied in the virtual body of a wooden mannequin with the controllers moving only their virtual hands, while their virtual feet were planted on the floor. Before each task, the head mounted display was reset to the same position and orientation so that participants always had the same starting view and height throughout. They were additionally asked to stand in the position where the virtual feet were planted at all times. All tasks included the wooden mannequin walking towards them with the order of the animations being randomised for each task, with three repetitions of each walker (60 animations in total). The frontal view was chosen since it facilitates sex classification [17]. Participants were told that when they pressed the trigger, the character would freeze for two seconds and then reappear at the original starting position (the door) and start walking towards them again.

In the first task, participants indicated by pressing the trigger on any controller as soon as the distance between them and the virtual character made them feel uncomfortable. The distance between the stopped character and the participant at the time of the trigger press was recorded as the proximity.

The second task was gender recognition of the walking motion, where participants were told that the motions were recorded using male and female actors and we were interested to know if they could identify them by using left trigger on the controller to indicate ‘male’ and right controller to indicate ‘female’. They could press the trigger as soon as they were confident in their answer.

The third task included the same character and walking motions and the participant rated the motions by how attractive they appeared to them on a scale from 1 (not attractive at all) to 7 (extremely attractive). By the term “attractive” we explained we are asking about how attractive or visually appealing the motion appeared to be in general, regardless of the gender of the walker.

After every task, the participants were given a choice to remove the headset and take a rest. After the three tasks, they were asked to answer a post-experiment questionnaire, where they answered questions about their feeling of presence in the environment and with the character, as well as the extent to which they felt the virtual body they were given was their own (see Table 1 for the questionnaire). The questions about Embodiment and Place Illusion were adapted from the studies of Slater et al. [50, 51], while the Social Presence questionnaire was taken from Bailenson et al. [5].
Table 1. Subjective response questions arranged by questionnaire and items. Each statement was answered on a scale from 1 – “Not at all” to 7 – “Extremely”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questionnaire</th>
<th>Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place Illusion</td>
<td>“I had the sensation of being in an actual real place.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Presence</td>
<td>“It felt as if I was in the presence of another person in the room with me.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Presence</td>
<td>“It felt as if the approaching character was aware of my presence.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Presence</td>
<td>“The thought that the approaching character was not real crossed my mind often.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Presence</td>
<td>“The approaching character appeared to be alive.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Presence</td>
<td>“The approaching character was only a computerized image, not a living being.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embodiment</td>
<td>“When I looked down on my body I felt like the virtual body is my own body”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embodiment</td>
<td>“I felt as if the movements of the virtual body are caused by my movements.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 RESULTS

6.1 Proximity

To analyse the results of proximity, we conducted a repeated-measure ANOVA with within-subject factors Gender (gender of the actor whose walking motion was applied to the character), Motion (10 male and 10 female actor motions), Repetitions (each motion was viewed by the participant three times), and we included the between-subject factor Participant Gender in the analysis. All data was distributed normally (Kolmogorov-Smirnov & Lilliefors test) and if the sphericity assumption was breached, we corrected the degrees of freedom and p-values with the Greenhouse-Geisser correction (these corrections are marked with a ‘*’ sign next to the F-value). Post-hoc tests were analysed using the Bonferroni correction. For main effects and interactions, we also include effects sizes ($\eta^2_P$), and post-hoc power estimations ($1 - \beta$). Pro

![Bar chart showing main effect of Participant Gender on proximity ratings. Error bars represent the standard error of means and the differences marked with '*' are significant on the level of $p < 0.05$.](chart.png)

Fig. 2. Main effect of Participant Gender on proximity ratings. Error bars represent the standard error of means and the differences marked with '*' are significant on the level of $p < 0.05$. 

We found no within-subject effect, but the proximity data was significantly different according to the Participant Gender ($F(1,18) = 5.39, p = 0.032, \eta^2_p = 0.22, 1 - \beta = 0.60$), where female participants were stopping the character at a greater distance ($\bar{X} : 164cm, \sigma_{\bar{X}}: 22.04cm$) than male participants ($\bar{X} : 92.48cm, \sigma_{\bar{X}}: 22.04cm$). See Fig. 2.

6.2 Gender Recognition
We calculated the percentage of correct gender responses for each Motion (see Table 2). We see that the average recognition rate was above chance (75%) and some motions had particularly high recognition rates (e.g., over 95%). Two actors, one male and one female, were perceived to be of the opposite gender, signified by the low recognition rates (female motion 10 and male motion 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We continue to analyse the proximity data again by excluding all actors whose recognition rates were low, to determine if the lack of effect on proximity was due to the fact that within the set of 20 motions, some were poorly recognised. We chose a threshold of 70% as a reasonable estimate of the point at which gender was well recognised, and all recognition rates lower were considered not sufficient. This gave us a sample of 6 male and 6 female motions and the corresponding proximity data was analysed again using the same procedure as described in the Proximity result analysis.

The results were similar to the first proximity analysis — no effects for within-subject factors but the effect of Participant Gender was again present ($F(1,18) = 5.23, p = 0.035, \eta^2_p = 0.22, 1 - \beta = 0.60$). This indicated that even when participants could perceive the gender of the motion well, there still was no effect of the gender of the walker motion on proximity.

6.3 Attractiveness
In order to evaluate if the attractiveness had an effect on people’s proximity responses, we analysed the ratings for attractiveness for each of the 20 walking motions and a repeated measure ANOVA was conducted (with the between-groups factor Participant Gender) and post-hoc with the same correction was used. We found that individual motions were rated significantly different on attractiveness ($F(19,342) = 16.084, p = 0.000, \eta^2_p = 0.5, 1 - \beta = 0.99$) and the post-hoc showed that 8 motions (4 female and 4 male) were considered significantly more attractive compared to 6 other motions (3 male and 3 female) ($p < 0.05$, for all), while the remaining 6 motions were not significantly different from either group.

In order to determine if attractiveness ratings were related to proximity responses, we conducted Pearson’s correlation between averaged ratings of attractiveness for each actor and the averaged proximity responses for the same actors. Both data sets showed a normal distribution. A negative correlation was found ($r = -0.61, p < 0.05$), indicating that motions which were rated higher in attractiveness had lower proximity ratings (see Fig. 3).

6.4 Post-questionnaire Analysis
We also asked the participants to report their level of presence in the environment (Place Illusion), with the character (Social Presence) and the feeling of embodiment (Body Ownership). We included these results in our analysis by calculating the correlation between proximity responses to individual walking motions and the three variables, Social Presence, Place Illusion and Embodiment. We calculated Cronbach’s alpha in order to
estimate if we could average the responses to Social Presence which contains 5 items and Embodiment containing 2 items. Social Presence had a sufficient inter-correlation between items ($r = 0.76$), therefore we averaged over these multiple responses. The average score for Social Presence was mid-range (18.4 out of a maximum score 35, see Fig. 4). For Embodiment, we found a significant difference between the ratings on the two scales ($t(20) = -5.181, p = 0.000$), see Fig. 4 for descriptive statistics. We separated the questions of Embodiment into Body Ownership and Movement Ownership, where Movement Ownership was perceived significantly higher than Body Ownership in this experiment.

We found a significant positive correlation between average proximity responses by the participants and their score on the Social Presence ($r = 0.56$ and $p < 0.05$). This result shows that if a participant experienced a higher sense of presence with the character, he or she reported further proximity responses to it. Since we found an effect of the participant gender on proximity, we tested if there were differences in social presence according to the gender of participants. This was indeed the case ($t(18) = 2.99, p = 0.008$), where females reported higher experienced social presence (average score = 22) than males (average score = 14.8). Taken together, the higher experienced social presence was related to further proximity distances, and females experienced both higher social presence and reported further proximity distance than males. No correlations were found between proximity and Place Illusion, Body Ownership or Movement Ownership.

7 DISCUSSION
We designed a novel experiment in VR to explore the relevance of motion cues on proximity behaviour. We first predicted that a male walking motion would increase proximity while a female one would reduce it (H1). Our results did not show this effect, signifying that gender from motion alone is not enough to affect proximity. This perhaps indicates that the proximity patterns observed before in VR [25, 26] were more related to appearance specifics of a particular gender (such as height, facial features, clothes, etc.), and not its gender per se, or simply that gender cues of appearance are stronger than those coming from the motion. Further research studying appearance factors could help determine which characteristics of appearance are the most crucial for proximity.
We also predicted that female participants would keep further distances from the walkers than male participants (H2). We did find support for this claim, which is similar to the previous evidence, showing that females in general keep larger distances to virtual characters, regardless of the gender or anthropomorphism [25]. The fact that we found the same result is a confirmation that our proximity measure was accurate and that the absence of the expected effect in H1 was not due to an inappropriate method. It also shows that even simple scenarios in VR can induce a realistic behavioral reaction.

We also explored a possible link between attractiveness and proximity (H3). In the physical world, attractive people are allowed closer into our personal space [6, 32]. Our results in VR showed that attractive characters were allowed to approach closer as well. The additional novelty of our study is that the attractiveness ratings were based only on the motion cues, signifying the importance of motion in perception of virtual humans.

Another confirmation that our proximity measure was valid is related to the results of social presence — if the participants felt greater social presence, they indicated further proximity distance on average from the characters. This relationship was previously studied extensively by Bailenson et al. [3, 5]. An interesting result was also the difference in the social presence score according to participant gender. This raises a question: were the gender differences in proximity we observed related to higher experienced social presence or gender differences, similar to the ones observed in the physical world? Future work is needed to explore these possibilities.

There are limitations to our study. The participant sample was relatively small. The post-hoc power tests showed low power for some interactions and effects, including the effect of gender from motion. While post-hoc power tests are not always reliable [34], a larger sample could potentially identify the effect of gender from motion which we initially expected to find. We therefore cannot make a strong conclusion that gender from motion does not affect proximity. Future studies using a larger sample are therefore needed. It is also worth mentioning that the current COVID-19 pandemic affected the collection of our results in a negative way, as we were not able to get a sufficient sample of participants. As a further complication, participants tested during and even post pandemic could have a different proximity response due to the new norm in personal distance guidelines when meeting with other people. Therefore, joining participants before and after the pandemic into the same study might be questionable. It would be interesting to compare, however, if there would be significant differences in the proximity behaviour pre- and post pandemic.
Our sample also included mainly participants from Europe, which have similar cultural background related to social interaction. A sample of people from different cultural backgrounds could reveal alternative patterns, as previous research suggested [21]. It is also not clear whether the proximity difference according to gender from motion would emerge if we used slower speeds. When compared to the previous work of Iachini et al. [26], the walking speeds of the characters in our experiment were faster (Iachini used a speed of 0.5 m/s). However, studies from biomechanics and motor control demonstrated that human gait pattern changes at walking speeds slower than 0.6 m/s [41, 49]. Thus, we used higher walking speeds than Iachini et al. [26] to keep a gait pattern associated with free walking (which vary from 1.2 m/s to 1.6 m/s in healthy young adults). We also needed to achieve a reliable gender recognition rate and slower walking would introduce gender recognition errors [7].

It is important to note that the reported proximity distances may not be comparable with distances observed in the physical or even VR environments which use a different display to ours (HTC Vive Pro HMD). There is also no known difference in the way gender might affect distance perception which could account for our result, while differences in gender are known to affect multi-sensory spatial judgments [43]. In addition to the gender specifics of perception, there could have been other factors affecting proximity. For example, a recent publication [53] showed that motion conveys personality traits, particularly perceived confidence, which could have an effect on proximity but which we did not control for in our study. However, we tried to minimize these effects by including a varied corpus of walking motions, as well as by limiting the effect of other confounding factors, such as height, speed and non-motion visual attributes on the proximity measure in our experiment.

Ratings on social presence and place illusion were mid-range so it is possible that a higher sense of presence with the character and in the environment could increase the sensitivity of the proximity measure and perhaps have an effect on our investigated variables. We also found a difference between movement and body ownership, which potentially impaired the overall sense of embodiment. This was perhaps due to the unrealistic body the participants were embodied in. A more realistic character could increase the level of body ownership and potentially affect the interaction with the character.

One could argue that sexual orientation of the participant might affect how they rate the attractiveness of motions. We did ensure to explain to the participants that we were interested in the overall visual attractiveness of the motions, with the expectation that they would rate motions regardless of their sexual orientation, however, we cannot completely discount for that effect. It is also important to note that there have been considerable changes in the way society understands gender. A binary classification of gender to male and female invites a reductionist view [10]. In our future work, we will consider using continuous scales to assess the gender dimension. While our research builds on previous work where a binary approach was adopted, we also recognise the need to expand and update our research methods to accommodate this development.

8 APPLICATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The results of this study have practical implications for the design of virtual humans. For example in virtual crowds, avoidance behaviour of the virtual confederate could be adapted depending on the gender of the user to allow a comfortable interpersonal distance. According to our result, the gender of the user would influence proximity to virtual characters in an immersive environment. Additionally, our results show attractive motions of a virtual character reduce proximity between them and the user. Higher attractiveness, achieved by improving motion symmetry [24], could therefore be beneficial for increasing the comfort with the character in an interactive VR scenario. While understanding the perception of motion can improve comfort with the character in VR, it can also provide guidelines for creating realistic interactions between virtual humans for non-immersive applications, such as games and other animated media. The scope of our study can therefore extend beyond VR.

Future studies could investigate the effect of different character models on the proximity and gender relationship. The models could represent females and males, with a varied set of feminine or masculine traits. Alternative
proximity measures could also be included, since in the current experiment the participant was not moving through the virtual space, yet walking through the environment provides important distance cues (see for example [39]). Therefore, participants’ body motions could be tracked as they move towards or avoid the character to retrieve additional information about the proximity behaviour when interacting with virtual characters.

Another interesting future study could try to improve real-life distance estimations (for an overview see [46]). For example, we could replicate the experiment in a virtual replica of the lab environment, as this improves real-life distance estimation as proposed by Interrante el al. [28]. We are confident, however, that even by using relative distances, the current study provides reliable evidence of the effect of motion of virtual characters on people’s proximity behaviour in a VR environment.

9 CONCLUSION

This study investigated the effect of human motion on proximity in VR. Specifically, we were interested if people’s comfort with the proximity to the approaching character of androgynous appearance would change depending on whether the animation applied to it was female or male, and how attractive the motion was considered to be. Our results showed that the gender of motion did not have an effect on proximity, but female observers prefer larger distances between them and the character than male observers. We also found that regardless of gender, higher attractiveness of motion reduced the personal distance. We have discussed the implications for the design of interactive virtual environments and have shown the importance of motion in character design.
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